Rev Up Results
in Recovery
Accelerate your rebound in 2021 by
getting more from phone calls
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HERE’S THE GOOD NEWS

Your customers
are already telling you
how to reach your goals
in the “new normal”

HERE’S MORE GOOD NEWS

You’ve already made the
right investments to win

D R I V I N G R E S U LT S

Got Call Recordings?
If phone calls are important in your customer journey, you probably
already have servers filled with recorded interactions. Calls from tollfree numbers, pay-per-click ads and dynamically inserted numbers
in digital advertising are usually recorded when a consumer calls or
clicks through a website to call your business.

Learn and lead by
leveraging your
phone calls.
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There’s a tremendous opportunity to leverage these powerful
service interactions to support staff coaching and marketing
research.

Armed with insights, data and strategic
recommendations based on actual phone calls, your
brand can achieve breakthrough results in driving
revenue, profit and an outstanding customer
experience.
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Business
Phone Calls
are Changing
In response to COVID-19, business owners are adapting
services, offering different products, and implementing
new safety processes.
Franchisees are working fast to implement changes but
finding time to train their teams for phone calls from stressed
consumers is challenging.
As the economy recovers, preparing frontline team members
with the skills they need to make trusting connections on
phone calls is more important than ever.

OVERVIEW

Get ready
to crush
your 2021
goals.
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1. Increase Revenue
B r i n g m o r e t o t h e To p L i n e

Increase Revenue

Multiple ways to get more
from phone calls
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INCREASE
CONVERSION

WOW FIRST
IMPRESSION

CROSS-SELLING
UPSELLING

Make more from calls
that are already coming
into your business

Help customers get what
they want from calls through
an engaging and expert flow

Suggest complementary
products and services, by
understanding caller needs
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Increase Revenue

Are phone calls still important?
Business phone calls matter more than ever, especially in the purchase phase. That’s why
marketers rate phone calls as the highest quality lead source, beating online forms and in-person
interactions.

of mobile users call a
business after searching on
their phone because they
want to talk to a real person

Source: Google, “The Role of Click to
Call in Path to Purchase”

Business phone
calls are more
important than ever

As consumers seek new or renewed providers in the time
of post-COVID economic recovery, extra patience – and
great phone skills – are critical.
With companies changing hours, services and ways of doing business,
many consumers find themselves seeking new providers, which can be
the start of a new customer relationship.
It’s more important than ever to ASK the caller to take the next step.
Frontline team members can’t assume that callers know how the
business works with customers if they’re calling for the first time.
Ask the caller about their needs to understand what they value most.
With first-time callers, take a moment to explain how your business
serves customers. Let them know what information you need to best help
them (contact info, product need).
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Increase Revenue

Help more
callers
become
customers.

How many stores (units) do you have?

190

What's the average # of Inquiry phone calls each store receives per week ?

50

What's the Annual Value of a Customer?

$1,720.00

What's your CURRENT conversion rate?

30%

What's your GOAL conversion rate?

34%

Results:
# of additional customers (systemwide, annual)

19760

Incremental revenue (systemwide, annual)

$33,987,200

Average revenue increase per store (annual)

$178,880

What’s the annual impact of a higher conversion rate?
With just a few inputs, you can calculate the benefit to your business from just a 4 percentage
point improvement in inquiry phone calls converting to customers.
In this example, with an annual customer value of $1720, this improvement would mean almost
$180,000 in additional revenue per location. This is almost 20,000 new customers and $34 million
for a brand with 190 locations.
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Increase Revenue

Customers
have 8
experiences
with your
brand before
they pick up
the phone to
call.
Source: Salesforce
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A WOW first impression
builds trust and revenue.
After visiting your website, reading reviews
and checking out social media, they’re finally
ready to talk to you.
The question is – does their experience on the
phone align with what they’ve read online?
If your website promotes the brand’s expertise,
but the caller gets someone who can’t answer
their questions, they probably won’t take the
next step.
Creating a WOW experience on the phone
starts with powerful questions and a total focus
on the caller. Sure, you have to follow a sales
process, but what’s most important is building
on what made them call your business in the
first place.
A call the builds trust and expertise makes
sure that everything you promise online is
validated in their first human interaction with
the brand – a phone call.
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Increasing Revenue

Up-selling:
bringing
more value
to your
customers.
What’s the revenue impact of
1 in 5 of your customers
adding a $25 product or
service based on your team’s
sincere, consultative selling
skills on phone calls?
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SUGGESTING COMPLEMENTARY ITEMS
It’s all about learning about the caller’s needs by asking about their project, business
and challenges. This unlocks knowledge into ways team members can suggest
products or services that help them reach their goals. Added services might include
pick-up or delivery, installation, premium options, in-person visits.

CROSS-SELLING
By understanding the needs of customers, there are undoubtedly ways that your business
could help beyond the caller’s inquiry. And in the off-chance that you don’t have the
solution, you can refer the caller to other business partners that would love your referral,
bringing more value to a new customer.

EDUCATING POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
Even if a caller doesn’t bite on an offer to add more today, by educating them on the
breadth of products and services offered, your business can create value for future
sales.

SHOWING THAT YOU CARE
The best part about upselling is that, when you do it right, it’s based on great
questions you’ve asked to learn what customers value most. A sincere suggestion on
products or services that a caller might need can save the caller the time and effort in
searching out another provider. You’ve built rapport and shown sincere, specific
interest in helping your customer beyond the reason for their initial call.
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2. Improve Customer Experience
Earn brand loyalty with every interaction

Improve Customer Experience

The easiest way to
get five star reviews?
Outstanding
customer service.
A recent study by Yelp showed that reviews that mention
“Customer Service” were 15 times more likely to be five star
than one star. This is the highest correlation between any
aspect of the customer experience and five star reviews than
any other factor.
Customer service mentions in reviews cut both ways. While
75% of reviews that referenced good customer service were
five stars, 76% of reviews that referenced bad customer
service were one star.
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Improve
Customer
Experience

When the
phone rings,
opportunity
is calling.

We’re talking to you, Millennials.
Yes, long-gone are the days of Yellow Pages and curled up phone cords.
Today, customers are doing their homework and looking for efficient ways
to get what they need – and it may not include the need for a voice-tovoice interaction.
But it’s for this reason that if a potential customer has decided to make a
phone call – they’re ready to do business. They have a question that they
can’t find an answer to online. They need a price quote. They’re ready to
set up an appointment to see it in person. They want to place an order. If
they’re calling, they’re ready to take the next step.

of mobile searchers say
that click-to-call is most
valuable in the “purchase
phase”

Source: Forbes
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People are
stressed

In a time of working from home and other social isolation,
the connection we make on a phone call with a “live”
person has new importance in our lives.
Kindness and courtesy are more important than ever. Answering the
phone with a name and sincere offer to help, asking how the caller is
doing today and being sure to say thank you all go a very long way,
especially when many of us feel a bit fragile.
Shorter calls typically involve someone looking to move quickly – a fast
quote or a quick question. Longer calls are often from someone who
finds new value in being able to talk to someone. Often a call to a
business might be the only person they get to interact with all day – and
they suddenly find a bit of joy in human connection as part of taking care
of their business.
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2. Spark Innovation
Bring new ideas to market faster

Spark Innovation

Your new
product
ideas on are
on the line.

REQUESTED
PRODUCTS

CUSTOMER
FRUSTRATIONS

SERVICE
DELIVERY

What are callers
asking about that you
don’t offer….yet?

What objections are
preventing callers from
moving forward…today?

Where are callers telling
you about pain points
…that can be eliminated?

Ideas for innovation are
being shared by your
customers on phone calls
every day. Shorten your
ideation cycle by
quantifying the frequency
and type of feedback from
your customers.
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Spark Innovation

Identify
opportunity by
quantifying
unmet
customer
requests

Mind the gap.
No one likes to say no to a
customer. Yet, with the rapid pace
of change in many industries,
customer needs and opinions have
evolved.
With comprehensive data on the
types of requests that prevent call
conversion for your business, you
build a financial case for investing
in new-to-the world ideas that
meet this validated demand.
Competitive pressure? Innovation
comes not only from new concepts
but by quantifying requests for
products and services your
competitors offer today that aren’t
part of your portfolio…yet.
Deep insights come from
understanding the explicit as well
as subtle asks by callers that can
help prioritize adds in product and
services that fill a validated need –
by callers that already are inclined
to to business with you!
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With family budgets strained by the economic effects of COVID-19, callers
are more concerned about price.

Price
sensitivity
is higher

They’re asking about fees and trying to negotiate those away. They’re usually under pressure
– they want to postpone the purchase and hassle, but if they’re calling today they have an
urgent need that they probably can’t delay.
Share how your business is adding
more value at this time. Some brands
are suspending certain fees and
offering financing. Services are
being added such as phone/virtual
diagnostics and pick up and drop off.
More than ever, it’s important to
share the unique value of what you
do. This is especially true if your
differentiators have changed as your
products and service delivery have
changed due to COVID. All of this
adds value for callers.
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Health and safety is
top of mind
Callers are asking how they can safely do what they
need to do.
They want to know that if they take time to carefully conduct
necessary business that they’re not putting their heath, or the
heath of others, at risk.
Brands that are having the most success are sharing what
they’re doing for customer safety by weaving this into phone
calls. Quotes or estimates might be conducted virtually vs. inperson.
The important thing is to make sure to mention it. It helps
callers understand how they might have to plan differently, and it
shows that your business cares about its customers.
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Spark Innovation

Turn
irritation
into
innovation.
How can this be made this easier?
Phone calls matter most in considered purchases, where higher investment or more complex
products mean that picking up the phone to talk to a helpful expert is the easiest way to take the next
step. Or at least it should be.
By understanding points in phone calls where callers become frustrated can unlock ways to make
things better next time. Maybe a caller is irritated by an unexpected fee. Or that they’re concerned
with ways to finance a costly service. Or maybe the team is trying to show their ‘expertise’, but the
caller just hears it as jargon. Insights abound when you quantify, analyze and remove your
customers’ pain points.
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4. Deliver Marketing ROI
Get more from your investments

Deliver Marketing ROI

Are you
getting the
most from
your
marketing
investments?
The change of pace in business and
technology has dramatically reshaped the
role of a marketing executive.
Today’s leaders, at every level, need to be
analysts, innovators and story tellers.

Lead Quality

Differentiation

Content Strategy

There’s no time to be spent on
unproductive data or investments that don’t
pay off.
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Deliver Marketing ROI

Find out
where your
best leads
come from.

71%

16x

of home services consumers will call to
make appointments directly from search ads.
Source: Google

The amount of time average consumer invests
on a phone call vs. website interaction.
Source: Invoca

And do more of that.
Even though the customer journey usually starts online, most customers still prefer to call after they’ve done their research. It’s just the easiest way
to ask questions and take the next step.
For example, in home services, over 70% of consumers want to call to make an appointment after they’ve found the business online. And after
they’ve done their research and are ready to buy – or at least learn more – they’re willing to invest time. A recent study found that consumers spend
an average of 16 times longer on a phone call vs. a website interaction.
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Deliver Marketing ROI

Make sure
customers
know why they
should choose
your business.
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Give callers a reason to buy.
If a potential customer is calling your business, they likely need your
product/service and have enough information about your company to
consider doing business with you. But it’s just as likely that yours isn’t
the only business they’re calling.
How do you set yourself apart? It starts with asking Power Questions
that get customers sharing about their needs or projects, which
provides cues to build rapport and match what is unique about your
brand to what is most important to your customers.

“Phone First” is back
This slogan harkens back to the days of Yellow Page
advertising.
It was all about calling a business before jumping in the car to check on store
hours, directions or product availability, to avoid unpleasant surprises. Google
changed this, of course, but in this time of COVID-19, with many businesses
changing hours, services and inventory without updating their websites or
Google listings, cautious customers are learning that calling a business before
leaving home is a smart move. Consumers also have a new reason to call – to
make sure they’re going to be safe by learning what precautions they and the
business should be taking in order to ensure their health.
It’s critical that team members have the most up-to-date information to share
with callers. Having to change hours, services and procedures can be hard to
keep up for management – and doubly hard on the staff taking customer calls.
If someone is calling for hours, go beyond just answering the question to truly
engaging – and securing an appointment or purchase.
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5. Create World Class Operations
Ensure excellence every time

Worl d Cl ass Operat i ons

Training,
Execution,
Measurement,
Accountability
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Rinse and repeat.
Everyone wants to do the right thing at work. The most effective way to help your team
succeed is through consistent feedback on how they’re performing.
It starts with teaching them the what and why of your brand promise, then building the
touchpoints to reward and coach the behaviors that create an outstanding experience,
drive profitability and build employee satisfaction.
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Worl d Cl ass Operat i ons

Training effectiveness
comes from training
focus.
Go deeper.
When a call doesn’t convert to the next step, there can be many reasons
why. Understanding conversion metrics are important, but data that
shows why calls didn’t convert is better.
Prioritizing training on the skills that your data show will have the highest
impact will deliver the maximum result in the shortest time.
In this example, focusing on ways for staff to confidently ask for – and
build urgency for – scheduling an appointment while on the call can
impact the reasons that 2/3 of qualified inquiry calls are not resulting in an
appointment.
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Worl d Cl ass Operat i ons

Deliver the
details that
drive results.
Keys to Consistent Coaching.
People learn differently, but one thing is consistent. Providing feedback that is accurate, fair
and objective is key to building trust that is the foundation of change.
Varying your coaching from one-on-one to small teams to large groups can balance a
personalized buy-in with group impact.
Feedback tools should be handy and ready when you are. Don’t force yourself or your team
to remember to go get performance reports, when they can be pushed to email inbox
instead.
Most importantly, coaching tools have to be easy to use. Performance reports are most
effective when they include examples of how do to things the right way. This takes the tool
from a report card to a mutual coaching resource.
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Improve Customer Experience

Accountability
flows from visibility.
The right data at the right time to
the right people.
Beyond the opportunity to coach at the individual level,
rolling up the data across locations presents opportunity in
new ways.
Comparing performance by region, number of years
operating, business consultant and service mix unlocks
powerful best practices.
Showing what’s possible and building productive competition
builds creditability for change that is faster, easier and more
positive.
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6. Drive Profitability
Get more from investments you’re already making

Drive Profitability

SALES AND MARKETING

The fastest, biggest and
easiest way to drive
profitability.
Making more out of investments already made.

CUSTOMER INQUIRY

NEW SALES

One of the most powerful results from increasing conversion rates is the impact it has on
the bottom line.
Investments in sales and marketing to make the phone ring – along with staff and
systems to handle inquiry calls – are already made. Every additional caller who takes the
next step from those same investments means a highly profitable result. After the
variable costs of the product or service are covered, the rest drops right to the bottom
line.

GROSS
MARGIN
NET
PROFIT
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Drive Profitability

Learning
from your
calls gets you
more from
multiple
investments
in your
business.

SALES AND MARKETING
Knowing where your best leads come from helps direct the sales force and sharpen
marketing investments. Moving dollars to channels that perform best, while focusing
on messages that sell, help you beat competition and stretch budgets.

CONTACT SYSTEMS
Whether it’s taking a call on a cell phone or routing to a global call center, leveraging
call analytics can create a higher return on the investments in phone call systems and
people.

STAFF PERFORMANCE
Great results from team members builds on itself. By praising effective conversion
skills and coaching improvement areas, employees benefit from the investment of time
that includes actionable data and insights.

INVENTORY
You might have invested in a new product that’s sitting in a warehouse or have excess
capacity available with service staff. Either way, ensuring product is moving and that
staff availability is matched with demand gets easier each time a new customer buys.
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Drive Profitability

Better
performance
means higher
call conversion
and so much
more.

Bottom Line Results
Most businesses have a call
conversion rate between 30-50%.
Let’s say a business gets 30 calls per
week for new business – about 4 a
day. Converting just one of these
calls to new business at a customer
value of $200 delivers $72,000 in
added revenue – and most goes right
to the bottom line.
You’ve already invested in the
marketing, phones, people and rent –
after direct product/service costs to
serve this added new business, the
rest is pure profit.
And better call conversion is just the
beginning! Understanding and
improving phone call performance
helps drive upselling/cross-selling
opportunities, new ideas for
innovation, customer loyalty, more
referrals and more.
Where else can you get this type of
ROI?
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Build Your Plan
Reach your goals by leveraging the
potential within your call recordings

B u i l d Yo u r P l a n

1. Check the foundation
Business Processes for Better Call Results
Gather DATA: Call conversion rate, lifetime value of a new customer, actual
customer call recordings and metrics, average order size
Set GOALS: Impact from improvement in conversion rate, target improved
order value, new product penetration, service brand awareness
Develop TRAINING: Core values, brand standards, powerful questions,
customer needs, differentiators, roleplaying, overcoming objections
Measure PERFORMANCE: Quantify performance from actual call
recordings, prioritize focus, link to marketing and training ROI
Empower COACHING: Data-based, best-practice sharing, drive business
KPIs, individual and team sessions, performance incentives

B u i l d Yo u r P l a n

2. Measure and distribute performance
metrics for effective coaching
1

2

3

Real
Inquiries

First-Time
Consumer
Calls

Scoring
Quantifiable
Metrics

4

Report &
Recording
Email to
Franchisees

5

Monthly
Summary to
Franchisor

Example: ServiceScore® Process

B u i l d Yo u r P l a n

3. Uncover, then quantify insights to drive
improvement at all levels of your organization

Get your business leaders the info they
need to drive better results from
phone calls.

Rev Up Results in Recovery
Help your customers rebound in 2021 by getting more from phone calls

sales@servicescore.net

414.436.0040
servicescore.net
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